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I?ll Take Care Of You, (Fight For Your Love)
by Big Fat Snake.

I have noticed that your eyes are not the same
You can look and you can see, but you don?t see me
You ever been so sad that your tears put out your flame
?
You say you fly away, but don?t .. let it be

chorus.
Remember when we used to say .. that we, yeaah we
We are the ones, baby we?re ment to be together
In the line of the sun and the drop of the rain
You?re in the dangerzone
All alone, I?m here to free you
Open your eyes .. it?s true, I?ll take care of you

I admit that I?ve been on and off alot
I?ve been dancing in the rain, drowning in the mud
But I left it all behind and here I am
I?ll be there for you, I?ll be love immature

chorus.
Remember when we used to say .. that we, yeaah we
We are the ones, baby we?re ment to be together
In the line of the sun and the drop of the rain
You?re in the dangerzone ... all alone, I?m here to free
you
Open your eyes .. it?s true, I?ll take care of you

And if it?s over then I guess I understand
Cause maybe what you need is plain and a steady man
But I?m staying here until you baby
I?ve changed ..
I?ll be there for you, I?ll be loving, immature

chorus.
Remember when we used to say .. that we, yeaah...
We are the ones, baby we?re ment to be together
In the line of the sun and the drop of the rain
You?re in the dangerzone ... all alone, I?m here to free
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you
Open your eyes, it?s true, I?ll take care of you
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